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A Face and Palmprint Recognition Approach Based
on Discriminant DCT Feature Extraction
Xiao-Yuan Jing and David Zhang
Abstract—In the field of image processing and recognition, dis-
crete cosine transform (DCT) and linear discrimination are two
widely used techniques. Based on them, we present a new face and
palmprint recognition approach in this paper. It first uses a two-
dimensional separability judgment to select the DCT frequency
bands with favorable linear separability. Then from the selected
bands, it extracts the linear discriminative features by an improved
Fisherface method and performs the classification by the nearest
neighbor classifier. We detailedly analyze theoretical advantages
of our approach in feature extraction. The experiments on face
databases and palmprint database demonstrate that compared to
the state-of-the-art linear discrimination methods, our approach
obtains better classification performance. It can significantly im-
prove the recognition rates for face and palmprint data and effec-
tively reduce the dimension of feature space.
Index Terms—Discrete cosine transform (DCT), DCT frequency
band selection, improved Fisherface method, linear discrimination
technique, two-dimensional (2-D) separability judgment.
I. INTRODUCTION
FREQUENCY-DOMAIN analysis is a commonly usedimage processing and recognition technique. During
the past years, some work has been done to extract the fre-
quency-domain features for image recognition. Li et al. extract
Fourier range and angle features to identify the palmprint image
[1]. Lai et al. use holistic Fourier invariant features to recog-
nize the facial image [2]. Another spectral feature generated
from singular value decomposition (SVD) is used by some
researchers [3]. However, Tian et al. indicate that this feature
does not contain adequate information for face recognition
[4]. In [5], Hafed and Levine extract discrete cosine transform
(DCT) feature for face recognition. They point out that DCT
obtains the near-optimal performance of Karhunen–Loeve
(KL) transform in facial information compression. And the
performance of DCT is superior to those of discrete Fourier
transform (FT) and other conventional transforms. By manually
selecting the frequency bands of DCT, their recognition method
achieves similar recognition effect as the Eigenface method [6]
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which is based on KL transform. Nevertheless, their method
cannot provide a rational band selection rule or strategy. And it
cannot outperform the classical Eigenface method.
Image data are always high-dimensional and require consid-
erable computing time for classification. Linear discrimination
technique is thus, important in extracting effective discrimina-
tive features and reducing dimensionality of image. This tech-
nique usually needs much less computational cost than non-
linear recognition techniques like neural network. So far many
linear discrimination methods have been proposed for use in
image recognition. Two of the most well known are the Eigen-
face and Fisherface methods [7].
The Eigenface method uses the total covariance (or scatter)
matrix , as the production matrix to perform the KL trans-
form. It cannot, however, make full use of pattern separability
information like the Fisher criterion, and its recognition effect
is not ideal when the size of the sample set is large [8]. Based
on the Eigenface method and the Fisher criterion [9], the Fisher-
face method extracts the information that discriminates between
the classes of a sample set. Nevertheless, Martinez and Kak
demonstrate that when the training data set is small, the Eigen-
face method outperforms the Fisherface method [8]. Should the
latter be outperformed by the former? This provoked a variety
of explanations. Liu and Wechsler think that it might have been
because the Fisherface method uses all the principal compo-
nents, but the components with the small eigenvalues corre-
spond to high-frequency components and usually encode noise
[10], leading to recognition results that are less than ideal. In line
with this theory, they present two enhanced Fisher linear dis-
crimination (FLD) models (EFM) [10] and an enhanced Fisher
classifier [11] for face recognition. Their explanation lacks suf-
ficient theoretical demonstration, however, and EFM does not
provide an automatic strategy for selecting the components.
In recent years, researchers have proposed some new ideas
to further develop them theoretically. Chen et al. prove that
the null space of the within-class scatter matrix contains
the most discriminative information when a small sample size
problem takes place [12]. Their method is also inadequate, how-
ever, as it does not use any of the information outside the null
space. In [13], Yu and Yang propose a direct linear discrimina-
tion analysis (DLDA) approach to solve this problem. It simul-
taneously diagonalizes both the between-class scatter matrix
(or ) and the within-class scatter matrix . The shortcoming
of DLDA is that it is rather difficult to demonstrate how to select
the eigenvectors of , which is necessary in theory. Chien and
Wu present a discriminant waveletface method for face recog-
nition [14], which extracts linear discriminative feature from a
1083-4419/04$20.00 © 2004 IEEE
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specific level of low-frequency subimages of wavelet decompo-
sition and uses nearest feature classifier to perform the classi-
fication. Nevertheless, it cannot theoretically determine which
level of subimage is most appropriate for extracting the linear
discriminative features. Moreover, it cannot make use of the dis-
criminant information from the edge subimages of wavelet de-
composition.
In addition, some extended discrimination methods are pro-
posed. Zhang et al. present a dual Eigenspace method for face
recognition [15]. In [16] and [17], several new discrimination
principles based on the Fisher criterion were proposed. Yang
use kernel principal component analysis (PCA) for facial fea-
ture extraction and recognition [18], while Bartlett et al. apply
the independent component analysis (ICA) in face recognition
[19]. However, Yang shows that both ICA and kernel PCA need
much more computing time than PCA. In addition, when the
Euclidean distance is used, there is no significant difference in
the classification performance of PCA and ICA [18]. Jing et al.
put forward a classifier combination method for face recogni-
tion [24]. In this paper, we do not analyze and compare these
extended discrimination methods, and we confine ourselves to
a comparison of major linear discrimination methods including
the Eigenface method, the Fisherface method, DLDA and dis-
criminant waveletface.
To enhance the image classification information and improve
the recognition effect, we propose a new image recognition
approach, which combines DCT with the linear discrimination
technique. It first uses a two-dimensional (2-D) separability
judgment that can facilitate the selection of useful DCT fre-
quency bands for image recognition, because not all the bands
are useful in classification. It will then extract the linear dis-
criminative features by an improved Fisherface method and
perform the classification by the nearest neighbor classifier. We
will perform the detailed analysis of the theoretical advantages
of our approach. The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
In Section II, we provide the description of our approach. Sec-
tion III shows its theoretical analysis. Next, the experimental
results on different image data and some conclusions are given
in Sections IV and V, respectively.
II. APPROACH DESCRIPTION
In this section, we present a 2-D separability judgment and
introduce the whole recognition procedure of our approach.
A. Select DCT Frequency Bands by Using a 2-D Separability
Judgment
Suppose that image training and test sample sets are and
, respectively, each gray image matrix is sized and
expressed by , where , and
. Assume there are known pattern classes
in , where denotes the a priori probability
of class . Perform a 2-D DCT on each image [5] by
(1)
Fig. 1. Demo of a facial image and its DCT transformed image.
Fig. 2. Illustration of expression ways of DCT frequency bands.
where is sized , and is defined as follows:
otherwise.
(2)
Fig. 1(a) and (b) represents a facial image and its transformed
image. From Fig. 1(b), most information or energy of image is
concentrated in the left-up corner, that is, in the low frequency
bands. Here, we provide a 2-D expression for different bands
of the transformed image. A half square ring Ring is used
to represent the th frequency band. Different DCT frequency
bands with the above expression ways are illustrated in Fig. 2.
When , the three vertexes of Ring are ,
and , respectively. When , Ring is rep-
resented by only one side whose two vertexes are and
, respectively. So, the th frequency band denotes
Ring (3)
If we select the th frequency band, then we keep the original
values of , otherwise set the values of to change
to zero. Which principle should we follow to select the appro-
priate bands? Here, we propose a 2-D separability judgment to
evaluate the separability of the frequency bands and select them.
1) Use the th frequency band
Original values if Ring
if Ring (4)
Thus, for the images in , we obtain the corresponding
band-pass filtered images , which construct a new
2-D sample set . Obviously, and represent the
same numbers of classes, the number of samples and the
priori probabilities. Assuming that
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the image recognition procedure of our approach.
denotes a mathematic expected value of class in
and denotes the total expected value of
and (5)
Here, and are 2-D matrices whose dimensions are
corresponding to and in (3). For , the between-class
scatter matrix , the within-class scatter matrix and




2) We evaluate the separability of , , using the fol-
lowing judgment:
(9)
where represents the trace of the matrix. For all the
frequency bands , we select the bands by
(10)
When , that is . There is more
between-class separable information than within-class
scatter information for according to the Fisher crite-
rion. In other words, the corresponding selected frequency
band has good linear separability. Hence, the theoretical
value of should be 1.0. However, its experimental
value might not be completely consistent with its theoret-
ical value. In the experiments, we tune the experimental
value of according to different data. The data with
fewer samples often has fewer frequency bands whose
separability values are more than 1. So, is set at less
than 1.0 in order to use the bands with comparatively
higher separability values as much as possible. The data
with more samples often has more frequency bands
whose separability values are more than 1. So, is set
more than 1.0 in order to select the most effective bands
from many candidates.
We obtain a 2-D training sample set with all the selected
bands. Note that is corresponding to only one selected band,
i.e. the th frequency band, but is corresponding to all se-
lected bands. It should have favorable total separability value
, which can be similarly computed by (9). The experiments
will show that obtained after band selection is greater than
that obtained before selection. Notice that if we only use one fre-
quency band with the maximum of , it is difficult to guar-
antee that the selected band has good generalization capability
in classification, because the number of training image samples
is always very limited. Therefore, for image recognition, a range
of frequency bands should be selected.
B. Recognition Procedure
Fig. 3 illustrates the whole procedure of image recognition.
We first select the appropriate frequency bands for the training
sample set, then an improved Fisherface method is proposed
to extract the image discrimination features and the nearest
neighbor classifier is applied to the feature classification:
Step 1) Use the measure introduced in Section II-A to se-
lect the appropriate frequency bands. If the th fre-
quency band is selected, then all values be-
longing to this band are kept and represented by a
feature vector. Then, we link all the feature vec-
tors to a vector. In other words, each sample is
represented by a feature vector. Thus we obtain a
one–dimensional (1-D) training sample set cor-
responding to and . We can also acquire a 1-D
test sample set corresponding to . For ,
compute its , and .
Step 2) Perform the following improvements on the original
Fisherface method:
a) Calculate the discriminant transform :
(11)
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where and represent principal compo-
nent analysis and Fisher linear discrimination anal-
ysis [7]. is constructed by selecting principal
components of . We use a simple selection mea-
sure of principal components for . If the total
number of components is less than , where
is the number of classes, then we keep all the com-
ponents, otherwise we discard the smallest ones
like the original Fisherface method. This is an ex-
perimental measure. We find that after selecting fre-
quency bands, the dimension of obtained feature
vector is small, and the number of generated prin-
cipal components is often lower than . In such
a situation, if we discarded the smallest compo-
nents, then the number of remaining ones is lower
than and the recognition effect is often not ideal.
Therefore, this measure is suitable for our proposed
approach, which involves the method of selecting
components in the original Fisherface method.
b) Select the achieved discrimination vectors in
the following way. Suppose that
, where is the number
of vectors. The Fisher discrimination value of
is defined as follows:
(12)
Select if and obtain the final dis-
crimination transform matrix . Similarly to ,
the theoretical value of should be 1.0. However,
its experimental value might not be completely con-
sistent with its theoretical value. In the experiments,
is set no more than 1. The reason is that ex-
tracting discrimination vectors in this step is after
the selection of frequency bands in Step 1. In other
words, we have carried out one selection proce-
dure for using effective bands by setting . Thus,
for the generated discrimination vectors whose sep-
arability values are less than 1, they might have
useful discrimination information for the classifica-
tion. We need to make use of as many vectors as
possible. Our experimental results will show that
is set no more than 1 for all data.
Step 3) For each sample in and in , extract linear
discrimination feature and
and (13)
Then, use the nearest neighbor classifier for classi-
fication. Here, the distance between two training
sample and test sample , is defined by
(14)
where denotes the Euclidean distance.
Fig. 4. Demo of separability values of all frequency bands for different image
data. (a) Yale face database. (b) ORL face database. (c) Palmprint database.
III. THEORETICAL ADVANTAGE ANALYSIS
In this section, we analyze the theoretical advantages of our
approach.
A. Favorable Properties of DCT
The KL transform is an optimal transform for removing sta-
tistical correlation [20]. Of the discrete transforms, DCT best
approaches the KL transform [21]. In other words, DCT has
strong ability of removing correlation and compressing images.
This is also illustrated by Hafed and Levine in face recognition
[5]. They directly extracted DCT feature from facial images and
achieved similar classification effect as the Eigenface method
which is based on KL transform. Besides, DCT can be realized
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TABLE I
SEPARABILITY VALUES OF DIFFERENT SUBIMAGES BY WAVELET DECOMPOSITION AND THE CORRESPONDING RECOGNITION RATES BY USING THE DISCRIMINANT
WAVELETFACE METHOD ON ORL DATABASE
by fast Fourier transform (FFT), while there is no fast realiza-
tion algorithm for KL transform. Therefore, our approach suffi-
ciently utilizes these favorable properties of DCT.
B. Precise Frequency-Band Selection
Another advantage of our approach is that it can precisely
select appropriate frequency bands with favorable linear sepa-
rability. Fig. 4(a)–(c) provides a demo of separability values of
all bands for various image data Yale face database, ORL face
database, and palmprint database, where the numbers of training
samples per class for all data are five. From Fig. 4, an experien-
tial rule can be obtained. The lower frequency bands generally
have larger separability values, and there is no completely direct
proportional relationship between the separability of a band and
the band’s level.
The discriminant waveletface method [14] extracts the third
level low-frequency subimage of original image by using
wavelet transform. According to the obtained experimental
rule, three disadvantages exist for this method.
1) It cannot theoretically determine which level of subimage
is most appropriate for extracting linear discrimination
features.
2) Not all information in the low-frequency subimage is
useful. Fig. 4(a) provides an effective illustration. The
separability values of the first two frequency bands are
smaller (less than 1). Corresponding to these bands, the
related information of the subimage should be removed
since it is useless to pattern classification.
3) The useful discriminant information of other subimages
may be discarded. Table I shows the separability values
of different subimages of wavelet decomposition calcu-
lated by the image separability judgment, where the types
of subimages include low-frequency, horizontal edge, ver-
tical edge and diagonal edge, and the levels of subimages
are from one to four. This table also displays the recogni-
tion rates of different subimages by using the discriminant
waveletface method, where the nearest neighbor classifier
is adopted. For the edge subimages of the third and fourth
levels, most of their separability values are more than
1.0. Moreover, the recognition effects of the fourth-level
edge subimages demonstrate that some useful discrimi-
nant information in them should not be discarded. Be-
sides, from the fourth-level low-frequency subimages, we
can obtain better recognition rate (95%) than that from
the third-level low-frequency subimages (94.5%). This
also illustrates the first disadvantage of the discriminant
waveletface method.
Our approach can select all the appropriate frequency bands
with favorable linear separability and discard the unuseful bands
which do not satisfy the separability requirement. Furthermore,
the DCT is a linear orthogonal transform and there is little cor-
relation between different bands. Therefore, we can combine
the selected bands to construct a feature set for the pattern clas-
sification. The experiments will demonstrate that this selection
measure is helpful to improve the recognition effect and to re-
duce the dimension of feature space.
C. Operation Facility in Frequency Domain
The third advantage is that the operation facility of our ap-
proach. It can select the bands directly in the frequency-domain
since the transformed resutls of DCT can be expressed by real
number. However, if our approach is based on FT, we cannot di-
rectly select the bands in the frequency-domain. This is because
the transformed resutls of FT are expressed by complex num-
bers. If we wish to evaluate the linear separabiltiy of frequency
bands of FT, we must conduct inverse FT for the interesting
bands. In other words, we must evaluate the separability of in-
teresting bands in the space-domain of image. Obviously, this
will increase the computational cost. Hence, our DCT-based ap-
proach can save the computing time than the potential FT-based
method.
In the experiments, we have demonstrated that after selecting
the frequency bands using our approach, the same total sepa-
rabilty value can be achieved from the DCT frequency-domain
images and the space-domain images generated using inverse
DCT.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section will compare the experimental results of our
approach with four conventional linear discrimination methods:
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Fig. 5. Demo images from the Yale database. (a) Original facial images. (b) Processed images after band selection.
TABLE II
IMPLEMENT PROCEDURE OF OUR APPROACH FOR DIFFERENT IMAGE DATA
Eigenface, Fisherface, DLDA, and discriminant waveletface.
All methods adopt the same classifier as our approach. The
experiments are implemented on a Pentium 1.4-GHz computer
(256 MB RAM) and programmed in the MATLAB language
(Version 6.5).
A. Experiments With the Yale Face Database
The Yale face database (http://cvc.yale.edu) contains images
with major variations, including changes in illumination, sub-
jects wearing eyeglasses and different facial expressions. This
database involves 165 frontal facial images, with 11 images
of 15 individuals. The size of each image is 243 320 with
256 gray levels. To decrease computing time and simultane-
ously guarantee sufficient resolution, each image is scaled to
an image size of 60 80. We use the full facial image without
manually cutting out the background, which is different from
the Fisherface method. Fig. 5(a) shows 11 sample images for
one person. Fig. 5(b) shows the corresponding images pro-
cessed by frequency band selection. We take the first five im-
ages of each person as the training samples and the remainder
as the test samples. So, the numbers of training and test sam-
ples are 75 and 90. The related parameters in our approach for
Yale database can be seen in Table II. The experimental values
of and are set as 0.8 and 1.0, respectively. Not all the low
frequency bands are selected. The first two and the fourteenth
bands are discarded as they are useless to pattern discrimina-
tion. After band selection, the total separability value of the
training sample set is improved by .
The total number of principal components is 74 which is more
than . According to the improved Fisher-
face method, the smallest 15 components are discarded. Hence,
the first 59 components are used for achieving the discrimi-
nation transform. And 14 discrimination vectors are obtained.
Note that the total number of components is equal to the rank
of defined in (8). is used to solve .
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TABLE III
COMPARISON OF CLASSIFICATION PERFORMANCE USING THE YALE DATABASE
Fig. 6. Demo images from the ORL database. (a) Original facial images. (b) Processed images after band selection.
A comparison of the classification performance of all the
methods is provided in Table III. Our approach obtains the
highest recognition rate. The maximum improvements in the
recognition rate of our approach over those of Eigenface,
Fisherface, DLDA and discriminant waveletface are 6.67%,
17.78%, 10%, and 12.22%, respectively. Notice that for the
discriminant waveletface method, we take the fourth-level
low-frequency subimages of the initial 60 80 images, that
is, the subimage size is 4 5. With respect to the subimages
of the first to the third levels, we cannot obtain the solution
of discrimination transform since the within-class scatter
matrix in this method is singular. Our approach extracts
the discriminative features with the same low dimension as
other methods except for the Eigenface method. There is little
difference in the training time of all methods.
Besides, there are three methods also using Yale face
database to perform the experiments. In [25], [26], Jing et
al. present some improvements on the linear discrimination
analysis (LDA) and a generalized uncorrelated optimal discrim-
ination vectors (UODV) discrimination method, respectively.
These two methods take first five images of each person as the
training samples like our approach. The acquired recognition
rates are 89.01% and 92.22%, which are less than the recogni-
tion result acquired by our approach, i.e. 97.78%. In [30], Dai
and Yuen present a regularized discriminant analysis method
for face recognition. Using Yale database, they obtained a
mean recognition rate 97.5% on selecting arbitrary five images
of each person as the training samples four times. It cannot
compare with the recognition rate acquired by our approach
because we use the first five images as the training samples.
B. Experiments With the ORL Face Database
The ORL database (http://www.cam-orl.co.uk) contains im-
ages varied in facial expressions, facial details, facial poses, and
in scale. The database contains 400 facial images: ten images of
40 individuals. The size of each image is 92 112 with 256
gray levels. Each image is scaled to 46 56. Fig. 6(a) shows
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TABLE IV
COMPARISON OF CLASSIFICATION PERFORMANCE USING THE ORL DATABASE
Fig. 7. Demo images from the palmprint database. (a) Original palmprint images. (b) Processed images after band selection.
ten sample images for one person. Fig. 6(b) shows the corre-
sponding processed images by frequency band selection. We use
the first five images of each person as the training samples and
the remainder as the test samples. In other words, there is an
equal number (200) of training and test samples. The related
parameters in our approach for ORL database can also be seen
in Table II. The experimental values of and are set as 2.0
and 0.6, respectively. Only a small part of the lowest frequency
bands are selected, which are the first seven bands. The total
separability value of the training sample set is remarkably im-
proved by after band selection. The
total numberof principal components is 49 which is less than
. So, we do not discard any components.
In the end, 29 discrimination vectors are obtained.
A comparison of the classification performance of all the
methods is provided in Table IV. Our approach obtains the
highest recognition rate and the lowest feature dimension. The
maximum improvements in the recognition rate of our approach
over those of Eigenface, Fisherface, DLDA and discriminant
waveletface are 7.5%, 15%, 8.5%, and 3%, respectively. Com-
pared with Fisherface, DLDA, and discriminant waveletface
(which uses the second least number of features), our approach
reduces the feature dimension by 25.64%. There is also little
difference in the training time of all methods.
Some other methods also use ORL database. Ko et al. present
a N-division output coding method for face recognition [28] and
Yang et al. put forward an image PCA method [29]. These two
methods take first five images of each person as the training sam-
ples like our approach. The acquired recognition rates are 93.5%
and 95.5%, which are less than the recognition result acquired
by our approach, i.e. 97.5%. In [30], Dai et al. present a regular-
ized discriminant analysis method for face recognition. Using
ORL database, they obtained a mean recognition rate 95.25%
on selecting arbitrary five images of each person as the training
samples four times. It cannot compare with the recognition rate
acquired by our approach because we use the first five images
as the training samples.
C. Experiments With the Palmprint Database
For reasons such as its accommodation of low-resolution
imaging, its ability to operate on low-cost capture devices, and
the ease with which the palm can be segmented, palmprint
recognition has become an important complement to personal
identification [22]. Wu et al. use the Fisherpalm method in
palmprint recognition [27], which is very similar to the Fish-
erface method [7]. We collected palmprint images from 190
individuals using our self-designed capture device. The subjects
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TABLE V
COMPARISON OF CLASSIFICATION PERFORMANCE USING THE PALMPRINT DATABASE
Fig. 8. Recognition rates of our approach with different image data while (a) the value of T is varied and (b) the value of T is varied.
mainly consisted of student and staff volunteers from the Hong
Kong Polytechnic University. Of the subjects in this database,
130 persons are male, approximately 87% of the subjects are
younger than 30 years old, about 10% are aged between 30–50,
and about 3% are older than 50. The palmprint images were
collected on two separate occasions, at an interval of around
two months. After finishing the first collection, we slightly
changed the light source and adjusted the focus of the CCD
camera so that the images collected on the first and second
occasions might be regarded as being captured by two different
palmprint devices. On each occasion, the subjects were asked
to each provide eight palmprint images for the right hand. Thus,
each person provides 16 images and our database contains a
total of 3 040 images from 190 different palms. The size of
all the original palmprint images is 384 284 pixels with
75 dpi resolution. Using the preprocessing approach in [23],
the subimages with a fixed size (128 128) are extracted from
the original images. In order to reduce the computational cost,
each subimage is scaled to 64 64. We use these subimages
to represent the original palmprint images and to conduct our
experiments. Fig. 7(a) shows ten image samples of one person
captured at different time. The first five were collected first
collections and second five on the next occasion, the major
changes being in illumination and position, including shift and
rotation. Similar to the kinds of changes encountered in facial
expressions, the image may also be slightly affected by the way
the hand is posed, shrunk, or stretched. Fig. 7(b) shows the
corresponding processed images by frequency band selection.
We also use the first five images of each person as the training
samples and the remainder as the test samples. So, the numbers
of training and test samples are 950 and 2090. The related
parameters in our approach for the palmprint database can be
seen in Table II. The experimental values of and are set
as 2.0 and 0.5, respectively. The first twenty low frequency
bands are selected. After band selection, the total separability
value of the training sample set is remarkably increased by
. The total number of principal com-
ponents is 210 which is also less than .
So, we do not discard any components. And 181 discrimination
vectors are obtained.
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TABLE VI
ANALYSIS OF THE MEAN VALUES AND THE VARIANCES OF THE RECOGNITION RATES IN OUR APPROACH WHEN THE VALUE RANGES OF T AND T
ARE [0.8, 3.0] AND [0.0, 2.0], RESPECTIVELY
A comparison of the classification performance of all the
methods is provided in Table V. Our approach obtains the
highest recognition rate. The maximum improvements in the
recognition rate of our approach over those of Eigenface,
Fisherface, DLDA, and discriminant waveletface are 26.79%,
7.22%, 27.13%, and 3.16%, respectively. The second least
number of features is acquired in our approach. We think that
our approach makes a trade-off between obtaining the high
recognition rate and reducing the dimension of feature space. It
takes the third least training time in all methods, and there is no
significant difference in the time of the fastest method (DLDA)
and our approach.
D. Analysis of Threshold Setting
We perform some analysis for setting the experimental values
of and . Fig. 8 illustrates the recognition rates of three
image databases while the values of and are varied. From
Fig. 8(a) we find that with respect to , the appropriate value
ranges for Yale, ORL and palmprint databases are [0.5, 3.0],
[0.8, 3.0], and [0.7, 5.0], respectively. That is in each range,
all the recognition rates are near to the maximal rate. Hence,
an appropriate range for both data is [0.8, 3.0]. From Fig. 8(b)
we find that with respect to , the appropriate value ranges
for Yale, ORL and palmprint databases are [0.0, 6.0], [0.0, 2.0]
and [0.0, 3.0], respectively. Hence, an appropriate range for both
data is [0.0, 2.0]. Table VI shows an analysis of the mean values
and the variances of the recognition rates where the value ranges
of and are [0.8, 3.0] and [0.0, 2.0]. The variances are much
smaller than the mean values, especially for . That is, in these
ranges the recognition effect of our approach is robust.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a novel face and palmprint recognition
approach based on DCT and linear discrimination technique.
A 2-D separability judgment is used to select appropriate
DCT frequency bands with favorable linear separability. And
an improved Fisherface method is then applied to extract
linear discriminative features from the selected bands. The
detailed analysis shows the theoretical advantages of our ap-
proach over other frequency-domain transform techniques and
state-of-the-art linear discrimination methods. The practicality
of our approach as an image recognition approach is well
evidenced in the experimental results, where different image
data including two face databases and a palmprint database are
used. Our approach can significantly improve image recogni-
tion effect. In contrast with four conventional discrimination
methods (Eigenface, Fisherface, DLDA, and discriminant
waveletface), it improves the average recognition rates of all
data by 13.65%, 13.33%, 15.21%, and 6.13%, respectively.
Besides, our approach can reduce the dimension of feature
space and cost little computing time.
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